THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF MEMORY
,1

What is memory? It is often associatedwith the "thinking of again" or "recalling to
rlier time. Descriptions of this sort imply a
conscious awareness in the rememberer that they are recollecting something of the
past. For example, we.miShlremember our first day of school or some general

knowledge such as who the prime minister is. On closer reflection, this is only really
the tip of the iceberg rvhen we look at the full rango of human memory capabilities.

Much of our memory is submerged from conscious view (e.g., skills such as driving
or typewriting). Performance on complex tasks such as playing a musical instrument
can even be disrupted when conscious awareness intr:udes. We learn and remember

how to use language often without havirrgto be cons<;rous of its grammatical rules. A
better description of memory could be 'the ahility to retain and utilize acquired

information or knowledge'.
Memory is an integral part of our exisfence, yet it is onlyvaguely understood.
Through empirical studies on people, the methods of oognitive psychology have lead
to some useful descriptions, distinctions and theoretical advances in our
understanding of different types of menlory. These approaches have paid little
attention to the biological substrate of rnemory
because,

-

the brain. This is probably partly

until recently, ihe trenrendous comple:city of the brain has hampered our

ability to gain useful insights into memory from rt. But now, our understanding of the
ijrain is beginning to reach a level of sophist'tcatio,n tirat may allow this. Tentative
links botween brain processes and cognitir b theorii are beginning to emerge in our
quest to understand memory.

This essay is about some of these tentative links between brain and mind, and how
they are may set the stage for some potentially revolutionary inJigtrts into memory,
not only as a brain process, but also as a psychological process. Firstly, some of the

important conceptual developments in understanding memory from the methbds

of

cognitive psychology will be summarised. The remainder of this essay will cover
some of the brain mechanisms possibly involved in memory, atternpting to relate

them to the cognitive psychology frarnework Possible mechanisms at the cellular

level will be discussed, focussing on long tenn potentiation which has received
I

widespread attention in physiologica.l memory research. Cases of,amnesia will be
discussed and what they might imply about the specific functions in memory the

relevant brain structures might perform. Models as to how these functions might be
achieved will conclude this section. The following section on implicit memory
i

completes the full circle, highlighting how research on patients with amnesia has
inleracted with cognitive psychological research regarding the multiple memory
systems view. Finally, some of the other brain structures and rnechanisms thought to
be involved in diffbrent aspects of memory

will be discussed.

COGNITIIrE THEORIES

One of the most irnportant conceptual developments in cognitive theorizing is the

subdivision of memory into three separate processes of encoding, storage and
retrieval. Encoding, which can be furtherbroken down into acquisition and
consolidation stages, involvep the laying dow4 of a memory trace. Storage is the
maintenance of a memory traco over time while retrieval is the process of reactivatitg
a stored memory for current use. Encoding can be studied by manipulating the study

conditions while participants are in the learning phase of a memory experiment.

While storage is difficult to study directly it can be inferred from decay rates in
retention over time. The retrieval process is the easiest to observe. often involving

recall or recognition tests for'previously observed stimuli. Useflrl theories to emerge
from this approach include the encoding specificity principle and the levels of
processing concept (MatlirL 1996). The encoding specificity principle states that
memory retrieval is best in conditions, both internal and extemal, that match encoding
conditions the closest. The levels of processing theory suggests that deep, meaningful
and elaborative encoding leads t9 the best memory retrieval later on.
a"

Another important conceptual development is the division of memory into three
different stages of sensory, short term and long term memory. Sensory memory serves
to briefly hold stimuli in a raw (sensory) form so that you can register and attend to it.

Ichonic (visual) sensory memory can be experimentally studied by using the partial
report technique. This involves flashing anafiay of letters and subsequently directing
participants to name the letters on a particular row. While participants cannot name
the whole array they can easily

rru*. any rovv immediately

requested

-

suggesting the

whole image is stored briefly (t-2 seccnds) (Gazzaniga, Irary & Mangun, 1998). Short
term rnemory (STM) is a limited capacity store that, for example, can be assessed

with a digit span task. Most people can hold between five and nine items in STM, but

by 'chunking' items togethcr can hold morc infonnation. Without rehearsal, this
memory trace fades over the course of minutes. A current debate is about how much

of this is due to decay alone or interference from subsequent stimuli. Recall for items
often shows a J-shaped 'serial position curvo' where early and late items presented in
a

list are recalled better. Late item success is larown

as the recency effect and reflects

short term memory fading, while early item rr'r...ru is known as the primacy effect
and is though to reflect a long term store
a more permanent, apparently

(Matlin, i996). Long term memory (LTM) is

limitless .stord, containing all our knowledge of the

world and memories of the past. Information can be difficult to retrieve from long
,,,

term storage retrieval

cues need to closely mateh the way the memory was encoded

into LTM.
Baddeley (1995)

ur"ses

the term 'working

memclll rather than STM to describe

the

i

memory system that allows us to hold and rnanipulate stored infarmation 'on-line'.
I'

Working rneinory allows relevant inforrnation from our long term store to be brought

in and used with current mental pror:essing. It is not unitary, rather it is divided into

three subsystems

-

the'central exebtitive and its' two slave systems, the phonological

loop and the visuo-spatial sketch-pad. The central executive is like the 'supervi
attentional system' proposedby Norman and Shallicg
a1., 1998)

(tla0)

(cited in

* it is involved in planning and attentional contol, linki

ga et
slave systems

to LTM. The phonological loop serves to hold and refresh an articulation (e.g.,
mentally rehearsing

a phone

lumber) while the visuo-spatial sketch-pad allows

location and visual information to be held. The independence of these two slave
systems may help explain how we can perform well in some divided attention tasks
.

and poorty in others

-

it is the limited capacity of the subsystems rather than of

working memory itself that is important (Baddeley, 1995).
The division of memory into dissociable forms is another important conceptual
development from cognitive psychology. Numerous facts and dissociations have been

difficult to fit into

a unitary

view

rr

as the

multiple memory systems perspective has

gained acceptance. (Support from neuropsychology - especii llly cases of amnesia - has
been important in the development of this perspective - see

later) The main

:l

distinction is between declarative anC nondeclarative memory-systems. This
distinction is also sometimes referred to as an explicit/implicit, direct/indirect or
conscious/unconscious divisio:r of memory
Declarative memory is memory that we are conscious of and can verbalise. It can be
subdivided into episodic memory (autobiographical mernories, memory for particular
instances of leaming

-

including the context and source of the mernory), semantic

memory (facts, relations, general knowtedge and understanding, not bound to a
particular context) and primary or working memory (Tulving, 1995)..Also known

as

,

explicit memory, it is easily tested by recall or recognition measures in an experiment.

Nondeclarative (or implicit) memory includes classical

memory (motor skills and habits such as tying up shoelaces). These forms of memory
are

difficult to describe verbally

- they can be 'encoded' and 'retrieved'

with little or

no conscious awareness of it. Unlike declarative memory, nondeclarative memory is

inflexible and bound to the modalility of the original response systems (Squire &
Knowlton, 1995). Schacter (1995) defines implicit memory

as the

facilitation

of

performance o.n a task due to previous experience without conscious recollection or
awareness of that experience. Priming is an important form of
has received much attention in recent years.

implicit memory that

It involves the facilitated perception of

stimuli due to pre-exposure to them, without conscious awareness that the stimuli had
been perceived earlier. The fact that amnesic patients show preserved priming is

of

strong interest in cognitive neuroscience (a more detailed discussion will come later).
Cognitive psychology has brought about some useful conceptual developments

toward a more complete understanding of memory. Bringing these ideas together,
further progress could be made by considering how the processes of encoding, storage
and retrieval operate in the different memory systems of sensory, working memory
and the declarative and nondeclarative forms of

LTM. How independent are the

processes of encoding, storage and retrieval? How do the dissociable memory systems

interact? Are these divisions accurate?

-

perhaps we should be looking for more

functional divisions rather than task divisions. If these'divisions are accurate there
should be neural comelates of them in the brain. Are we ready to start understanding
correlations between neural mechanisms and memory processes? How well does

neuroscientific data support cognitive theones of memory? At the lower level of
analysis of individual neurons, some interesting insights into how the brain enables

THE CELLT]LAR BASIS OF MEMORY

How might memory be represented at the neuronal level'

y, connections

between neurons are somehow altered in response to some

and the

persistence of this change enables memor,'. The time-fi'ame of these clqnges may

provide some ilues about differences between short and long-term
a

(if this is

valid distinction)..A stimulus to be remembered might activate a collection of

nerrons. Synaptic changes must somehow bind this collection together so that at least
part of the same collection can be simultaneously reactivated at a later time.
Hebb (1949) (cited in Kalat, 1998) proposed a meehanism by which learning can
occur at the neuronal level: If there ispresynaptic ancl postsynaptic activity occurring
at the same time, for whatever reason, the connection between these cells strengthens.

This mechanism could allow for associatiu*

tru*rrg to occur befween previously

unrelated stimuli. For example, in classical conditioning, if neural activity
representing a conditioned stimulus (e.g., bell) occurs simultaneously with activity
representing an unconditioned response (e.8., salivatin-g, caused by the presence

of

p

t

food) then connections between them could strengthen via Hebbian leaming. Are
there cellular mechanisms that allow learning of the type proposed by Hebb?

A

l

phenomenon known as long term potentiation has created excitement as it is a suitable
.

candidate for such a learning

mechanism.

i-'

_,

.

*d

Lu." of study, the hippocampus (a
.:
medial temporal lobe structure) has receive$ much auention. By stimulating
Because of its known importance to momory

hippocampal slices with an electrode, dolnstream responses have been observed
.':'l

(Graham, 1990). By stimulating the perforapt pathway, an excitatory postsynaptic
"

,;

!

.

a'.

potential (EPSP)

-

a depolarisation

-

can be observed in the dentate gyrus. An

initial

stimulus may result in a certain EPSP, but after a rapid volley of stimuli, a single
stimulus has been observed to result in a significantly larger EPSP (Graham, 1990).

This enhancement, which has been observed for as long as weeks after the initial

volley, is known as long term potentiation (LTP). Activation of perforant presynaptic
neurons occurred together with activation of postsynaptic dentate gyrus neurons
(EPSPs exceeding threshold) during the volley and the EPSP of a single subsequent

stimulus was enhanced. This implies that astrengthening of connections has occur:red
and that Hebbian leaming can occur in the hippocarnpus. LTP has been demonstrated

/'

often and not just in the hippocampus. The next sensible question lies in what celh)Lar
mechanisms allow this to occur and on what time frame they

operate,

/
,/,/

One such mechanism involves glutamate receptors: If a depolarised posisynaptic
neuron receives further glutamate, NMDA receptors can operate, opening another ion
channel that allows calcium into the membrane (Winson, 1990). This

influx of

calcium ions can lead to LTP through a variety of mechanisms. One of the quickest
mechanisms involves the activation of calpain (a proteinase) that degrades fodrin,
teading to uncovering of hidden receptors (Lynch

& Baudry,

1984). While this can

occur in seconds, the breakdown of fodrin may also lead to changes in the dendrites'
cytoskeleton after about ten minutes that may change dendritic spines into shorter,
rnore stubby shapes (Graham, 1990). Shorter spines are more conducive to the
transfer of depolarisation towards the cell body

-

increasing response to the

presynaptic message. This change may last for several hours before fading. Influx

of

calcium decreases its concentration outside that may lead to polymerisation of

.

ependymins (a protein). Graham (1990) argues that this could create a matrix that
:

guides synaptic grovrtti, sffengthefiing weak associated synapsesi This protein maffix

may also act to gurde sprouting. Changes of this sort may take several hours to initiate

but last for days or longer. (These time estimates are based on the time frame

of

learning impairments, often observed in animals, of experimental interventions that
impede these biochemical pathways

-

0.g., protein synthesis inhibitors.)

Another mechanism for synaptic plasticity including LTP involves a second
messenger called cyclic AMP (Graham, 1990). Receptor activation leads to cyclic

AMP activation

-

it can generate EPSPs by opening ion channels. Because it can

persist for several seconds in the postsynaptic rnembrane this mechanism could aid
short term memory. Cyclic AMP can also trigger a cascade of chemical reactions via

protein kinase apd CREB (cyclic AMP response element binding protein) that allows
gefle expression through protein synthesis (Yin

& Tully, 1998). Such protein

synthesis could lead to axon sprouting and extra dendritic branching that enables new

strengthening old ones. Such

connections to be formed between cells as well
^as

changes could support a more permanent long terrn type of memory.

It has been

suggested that the brain mechanisms (irrclurJing survival (trophic) factors) important

in the development of the infant brain can also allow for sy.naptic plasticity in the
adult brain (Black, 1995).

How do these cellular mechanisms relate to the conceptual developments in the
cognitive psychology of memory? Bailey and Kandet (199il make a distinction
between shorter term forms of memor-v mediated by changes in the
preexisting synaptic conirections and longer tsffir forms due to

ofnew

connections mediated by protein synthesis: I{owever, much of this knowledge has
been gained fi-om animal studies without ttre functianal rnemory organization that
humans have.

It is quite possible that these rnechanisms (and

ma.ny more) operate in

humans, and that protein syntbesis mediated changes are viable candidates for LTNI

